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El Tango de Roxanne (from Moulin Rouge) 

Bill Webster: Introduction 

Corinne Squire and Howard Ray:  

Memories of Simon Rodford Barratt 

Sue McCormack: Songbird (Fleetwood Mac) 

Marie Jelliman: Friendship 

Contributions from other family and friends 

Bill Webster: Committal 

Cello Suite No. 1 in G major- i: Prelude (J.S. Bach) 

 

4.45 pm onward: Afternoon tea, Elephant Pub and Bakehouse, Woolton4.45 pm onward: Afternoon tea, Elephant Pub and Bakehouse, Woolton4.45 pm onward: Afternoon tea, Elephant Pub and Bakehouse, Woolton4.45 pm onward: Afternoon tea, Elephant Pub and Bakehouse, Woolton    

 

Simon’s favourite skating route, West Kirby prom 

 

 



A favourite poem of Simon’s: 

 

Remember me in your heart Remember me in your heart Remember me in your heart Remember me in your heart ----    UnknownUnknownUnknownUnknown    

 

To the living, I am gone, 

To the sorrowful, I will never return, 

To the angry, I was cheated, 

But to the happy, I am at peace, 

And to the faithful, I have never left. 

 

I cannot speak, but I can listen. 

I cannot be seen, but I can be heard. 

So as you stand upon a shore gazing at a beautiful sea . . . 

As you look upon a flower and admire its simplicity . . . . 

Remember me. 

 

Remember me in your heart: 

Your thoughts, and your memories, 

Of the times we loved, 

The times we cried, 

The times we fought, 

The times we laughed. 

For if you always think of me, 

I will never have gone 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Funeral and postFuneral and postFuneral and postFuneral and post----funeral messages about Simonfuneral messages about Simonfuneral messages about Simonfuneral messages about Simon    

Anne BeedieAnne BeedieAnne BeedieAnne Beedie    

Dearest Simon  
 
I am sorry that I can’t be here to farewell you today. 
 
I have such fond memories of a year in Italy long ago. And our chats over the many years since. 
 
You are, and have always been, one of my favourite people in the world… 
 
with love always  
your friend  
 
Anne  
Sydney Australia 
    

Dinah BeggsDinah BeggsDinah BeggsDinah Beggs    

Dear Simon, 

I have known you for over forty years, and though we have lived on opposite sides of the world for 

most of that time, you have always been ‘my Simon in England’. 

How I wish I had seen you face to face recently, however life has intervened and you have moved on. 

What are left are wonderful memories, love and admiration. 

The time we spent in Paris is a true gift of cherished memories, most replete with gales of laughter: 

Remember consuming that entire, very alcoholic, trifle in between shows, hidden away backstage at the 

Lido.  

Remember introducing me to my first joint – you devil!  

Remember our jaunts around Paris, especially Montmartre and Pigalle, most centred on finding the 

best fromageries and patisseries.  

Remember our after show gatherings at Le Pitchet, complete with cheese platter and vin rouge.  

Remember the tears of laughter shed when my feathered finale costume stuck on the stage lights – you 

gave me the title of Pink Pidgeon, which stuck for forty years! 

To quote your letter written to me in 1973…….”with tears in my eyes as I write” to Simon “with 

beautiful memories and my love”.  

Karen BingKaren BingKaren BingKaren Bing    

Meaningful man x 



Karen Bing 

 

Paul CodPaul CodPaul CodPaul Codmanmanmanman, , , , Liverpool 

I first met Simon in the late 80's. We were cast in a play, 'The Dreaming', at Liverpool Playhouse 

Studio Theatre; along with good friends Marie Jelliman and Sharon Power. He was generous, warm 

and witty..... and full of intelligence. It was he who reminded me I'd seen Norman Wisdom in panto in 

1963, at Liverpool Empire and NOT The Crane Theatre. Which became The Neptune and is now 

The Epstein Theatre. I was only 5 at the time so thank you for that, Simon! Over the last few years it 

has been the occasional coffee at either Tabac or Soul Cafe in Liverpool. Apart from after shows...... 

And that is my favourite memory of Simon. In this competitive and often bitchy world of ours it is 

sometimes hard to rejoice in other people's work and be genuinely supportive. But that is exactly what 

Simon did. He would be the guy in the cafeteria on a wet Wednesday after the matinee. He'd been to 

see your performance without telling you, not making a song and dance about 'being in'. His praise and 

comments were genuine, sincere and intelligent - your accent, your character, your delivery - your whole 

performance. Thank you, Simon x 

Maxine CunliffeMaxine CunliffeMaxine CunliffeMaxine Cunliffe, , , , Blackpool 

Simon I will never forget you, how you made me laugh and the naughy things we did, You 
touched so many hearts and souls mine included....go and rest and may all our Love keep you 
warm and safe. 
Always  
Maxine Cunliffe xxx 

Blackpool 

 



 

Cindy GoldenbergCindy GoldenbergCindy GoldenbergCindy Goldenberg    

OMG I'm in shock. I always see Rodford (I still called him "Simon") on my posts, with cute 
comments, wise-crack jokes...always charming and loving--he was my number one fan. I sent him a 
xmas card this month and just he messaged me how much he enjoyed it, and was sorry he didn't send 
one because he was in the hospital with a urinary condition. He was saying how he felt great except for 
this malfunction. We laughed, about getting older, I told him to join the club...I sent him a message 
just a few days ago. Oh Simon, I loved and adored you so very much, and was so grateful to be in 
contact these past 8 years. God Bless you baby. thank you for all you did for all of us..your site, your 
interest. We all enjoyed you. Celebrate your Homecoming. I will always feel you in my heart. xo cindy 

Cindy Goldenberg, Los Angeles, California 

 
 

 



Marie JellimanMarie JellimanMarie JellimanMarie Jelliman, , , , Liverpool 

Simon has been a fantastic friend to me, and to many people. 

But what did Simon think about his friends? 

Well, actually, I know; because in November he gave me a book for my birthday called “Friends”. 

It’s by a lady called Cath Tate, but the humour is absolutely Simon’s.It even says at the start “This 
book is for all my wonderful friends, all over the world”. 

Here are a few of my favourite quotes:- 

“Between me and insanity stand my friends”. 

“A friend is someone who likes you even though they know you”. 

“You drink, swear, and have questionable morals.  You’re everything I want in a friend”. 

Simon didn’t mind a bit of gossip, in fact he loved it! So the following quotes are very appropriate:- 

“If you haven’t got anything nice to say, come and sit by me”. 

“You’ll always pick up more dirt with a phone than with a Hoover”. 

Simon was deeply philosophical about life, as the following quotes suggest:- 

“Start each day with a smile, and get it over with”. 

“Gardening, yoga, meditation, and I still want to slap someone”. 

 “But, with a cup of tea in your hand, anything is possible”. 

and “once you realise we are all mad, life starts to make sense.” 

Simon loved cake, and the next quote wasn’t in the book, it was one of Simon’s own:- 

“You can say what you like about our Nellie, but you can’t touch her Victoria Sponge”. 

 I will not forget you, Simon, I have carved you in the back of my hand. 

Howard KayHoward KayHoward KayHoward Kay    

There were a lot of people at Simon's funeral. There were those at the crematorium and most of them, 
including myself, had known him a mere twenty years or so. But all round the world there were people 
who had known him since the sixties and seventies. They were all still in touch and the outpouring of 
grief via the internet was phenomenal. It was fortunate that so many of his friends in many countries 
around the world were able to see the humanist ceremony through the wonders of modern technology.  
  



Those of us in Merseyside gathered at a local restaurant and remembered Simon with much laughter. 
But the sadness really hit home for me when I got home a couple of days later to my flat in Blackpool. 
It was suddenly very quiet and the realisation finally hit me that the phone would not ring any more 
from Simon;s number in West Kirby.  
  
I had walked many times with him on the sands of the River Dee and gone out to Hilbre Island when 
the tide allowed. I don't think I will again. It would seem a more empty and barren place and the winds 
that little bit colder.  
  
Simon always remembered, from Howard Kay (Liverpool, Blackpool) 
    
Rosita KordaRosita KordaRosita KordaRosita Korda    

Very sad news. 
Hard to put anything in words I am so shocked! But a candle I can light in memory of such a 
great and talented friend. 

Rosita Korda 
Reno, Nevada 

 

Sue McCormack Sue McCormack Sue McCormack Sue McCormack ,,,, Liverpool:::: Simon Barratt    

It must have been about 18 years ago when I met Simon for the first time at the Hub café in Berry 
Street, a quirky place with chairs and tables made from old bicycle parts and owned by the actor Simon 
O’ Brian.  
 
Simon and I bonded over coffee, tea and of course cake as we tried to sit on the unique chairs that 
caused bruises if you weren’t too careful. Simon was warm, friendly and always interested in what was 
happening in my life and career. I was struck by his great presence and character. 
  
Throughout the 10 years of my Mother’s illness, Simon was sensitive and supportive. He listened to 
my hopes and fears, offering me advice and an insight into how he had coped over the years nursing his 
parents and Auntie Do. He understood how difficult it was and I was very grateful to see him at 
Mum’s funeral 18 months ago. 
 
You could rely on Simon to share news about fellow actors and he’d always be pleased to hear about 



people doing well and getting work. He supported Marie, Howard and myself by coming along to 
various plays over the years. He was very keen on Facebook and his websites and tried in vain to get me 
to sign up to Facebook. 
 
For the last few years I’ve looked forward to our weekly chats on the phone and regular emails. I’d 
encourage him with his auditions and publicity and we’d discuss Spotlight and the few jobs that were 
suitable for us. We’d talk about nutrition and vitamins, chanting and yoga. He gave me advice on 
supplements, which I often followed up. 
 
About six years ago, Simon suggested a walk to Hilbre Island in West Kirby. Five of us went over to 
his bungalow on a cold bright day in February. Simon led the way, the tides were in our favour and the 
cold bright sunshine made it an unforgettable experience. We arrived back to Simon’s house and had a 
walk around the garden before sitting down to tea, coffee and about 25 cream cakes! 
 
I’m missing Simon right now as late afternoon was the time of day we’d catch up,. The last few 
conversations we had were about his new Nutribullet, the new snow boots and his most recent dance 
audition. I reminded him of the impressive auditions he’d had in 2014 where he was competing with 
the very best in his profession, which in itself was an achievement. I felt he was on the cusp of 
something great. He was helping me in my search for a new agent, daily inspirations and job 
opportunities in Spotlight as well as offering comfort for my most recent bout of vestibular migraine. 
 
The last time I saw Simon was November 15th. Jon and I went over to West Kirby and met Simon for 
a walk around the Marina. It was 3pm and he said he’d only just had his breakfast, we laughed, as Jon 
and I had managed to fit in breakfast and lunch by then. It was another cold clear day and the brilliant 
sun was now low in the sky, Simon walked past us at first as he didn’t recognise us in our hats. We 
circled the harbour and Simon pointed towards Auntie Do’s nursing home and he talked about his 
younger days back in Anfield with his folks. By the time we returned to our starting point and I took 
the photographs, a beautiful sunset lit the sky, we were all in awe of the moment.  Later on we 
forwarded Simon the photographs and he must have approved as he put them on Facebook. 
 
Simon will always be in my thoughts. West Kirby will be where I feel closest to him, the marina walk at 
dusk. He will be the first person I think of when it snows, knowing his excitement of putting on the 
new boots. I will play El Tango de Roxanne loudly and dance badly when I need some inspiration and 
va va voom. I intend to carry on eating cakes with Marie and Howard, Simon will always be alongside 
us, listening to the latest gossip. I’ll try to stay positive and aim high as he always did and remember 
him with love. Miss you Simon x 
 
Jill McHugh (Petrovich) Jill McHugh (Petrovich) Jill McHugh (Petrovich) Jill McHugh (Petrovich) Memories of Simon Rodford Barrat     

Simon, my dear caring, witty and intelligent friend was like a brother to me. He was with me through 
my early career as a dancer and remained connected with me personally and professionally for over 40 
years.  

We worked together at the Lido in 1973, in Portugal in 1975 and at the MGM Grand in Las Vegas 
from 1975 - 1977. During these years we loved giving critiques on the dancers and shows we were in, 
indulged in over-eating, discussed dieting tips to avoid becoming ‘obese‘, accidentally broke the finale 
set during a performance of Bonjour la Nuit and shared our day to day lives over a ‘leg swing‘ or two 
before each performance. 



Simon was also a very caring person. I remember him visiting me in hospital in 1975. Chocolates in 
hand and ready to give me a full run down of the day’s rehearsals he would cheer me up no end. Just 
before this Christmas he said that I cheered him up by calling when he was in hospital. I am so glad 
that I was able to return the favor. I just wish I could have done more. 

Yearly Christmas cards, photos, telephone calls on special occasions and more recently facebook 
messages kept us in contact over the next few decades. Three trips to England also gave us the chance 
to reconnect in London and at his home in West Kirby. How we laughed as he gave my husband and 
me a guided tour around his back yard which included, at the time, a turkish love tent! 

When Simon left Vegas he gave me a book, ‘The Cooking of Vienna’s Empire’, inside of which he 
wrote: 

‘To Jill, with lots of love,from someone who treasures your friendship very much and is going to miss 
you a hell of a lot. 

Let these past few years only be the beginning of our friendship. 

with love, tears and kisses 

Simon 

510 Naples, Las Vegas, 24 June 1977’. 

Thankfully, it was only the beginning of our friendship, my treasured friend. 
Melbourne, Australia 

Christine MitchellChristine MitchellChristine MitchellChristine Mitchell----DriverDriverDriverDriver    

…We for the last years wrote to one another only at Xmas time.I was indeed worried that I had not 
received the usual news and messages from him, but in fact had hoped it was the increasingly 
beleaguered post. 
 
My friendship also dated back to the early seventies and I will treasure that, memories of a fun, clever 
and amusing man.  
 How thoughtful and loyal he was to have continued to keep in touch with me for so many years. 
 
I shall miss him. 
 
Again may I thank you for letting me know the sad news and I shall say a prayer and hope that it 
reaches him. 
 

Corinne SquireCorinne SquireCorinne SquireCorinne Squire, Cambridge:::: Memories of Simon (Rodford) Barrat(t)    

Around this time, a few weeks ago, passing close by Simon’s or Rodford’s house, you might have heard 

loud stamping and jumping. After much practice, Rodford had learned the hopak, an extremely 

strenuous Ukrainian dance. This was part of his exercise routine, often before a very late breakfast. Or 

he might be skating along the promenade, a scenic route of which he sometimes posted Facebook 

pictures. He tended his Facebook pages daily –the ‘Inline skaters ’ group he’d made with his friend 



Natan Lakonishok; the ‘Packrafters’ Liberation Front’ page, featuring rafting exploits, including some 

of his own; and ‘Performing Warriors’, focused on athletic dances like the hopak. Through these 

groups and his website, ‘Men Who Danced’, Simon wove a worldwide network of new and older 

friends. Online, the outpourings of grief, love and gratitude for Simon’s life are humbling.  In ‘real life’, 

Jill Petrovich and other Australian friends have already held a meet-up to remember him, and friends in 

London will do the same.  

First named Rodney, Simon grew up in Anfield with his mother, father and Aunty Do, with Aunty Peg 

nearby. He didn’t enjoy school, but he was obsessed with dance classes and competitions. At 17, he 

moved to London, became a professional dancer, and took the name Simon, working at the Palladium, 

the Latin Quarter, and the Talk of the Town; in Las Vegas in ‘Hallelujah Hollywood’; and at the Lido 

in Paris, where is mum and Aunty Do once had a whirlwind, deeply memorable visit.  

Simon rented a room in my mum’s house in the 70s. He brought many cosmopolitan possibilities. He 

made real coffee in the Nescafe era; he bought two newspapers on Sundays; his library of Fitzgerald, 

Isherwood, poetry, even some feminist books, helped me become the first person in my family to go to 

university. He was inspiringly at ease with being gay, at a time when homosexuality had only recently 

been decriminalised, and homophobia was rife. In the 80s, he shared a flat in the Walworth Road with 

me and my partner Neil. He collected money with us during the miners’ strike, and he forced us to go 

jogging.  

In his 30s, Simon started going to the gym and running; he was proud of some good 10k race times. 

He rowed on the Thames, and learned to throw a Javelin. There’s still one of these dangerous 

implements somewhere in his house. He’d always done modelling; he now turned to acting, and 

amassed an impressive cv across film, tv and theatre, with occasional public speaking gigs thrown in. 

Recently, he’d been very successful in getting auditions for physical theatre of just the kind he loved.  

Rodford also started writing: first, humorous columns in running magazines; then, two books on 

numerology, now translated into around 10 languages. He really enjoyed working on these projects 

with his very supportive literary agent, Doreen Montgomery .  

Natural and spiritual worlds were important parts of Simon’s life. He loved walking to Hilbre Island 

and rafting on the Marine Lake. Daily, he fed birds and what he insisted were ‘field mice’ in the 

intricate, bamboo-filled garden he’d made. He supported the Green Party and opposed fracking. He 

also chanted and meditated daily; his house is saturated with incense. He chose the writing and 

performing name, Rodford Barrat, on numerological grounds, to harmonise with the universe.  

Simon returned to Liverpool in the 90s. Many friends had died of AIDS; he took care of his friend 

Keith in his last days. Now he looked after his parents and Aunty Do with complete dedication. Care 

home staff said his daily visits kept Aunty Do alive. He also became part of a family of friends here: 

actors and writers who shared his passion for performance and literature, who appreciated the subtleties 

of ‘Strictly Come Dancing’ and athletics competitions as much as ‘Newsnight’, and who understood the 

joys of cake. He was fortunate to have these close as well as far-flung friends, for whom, as for him, age 

is just a number, and living well is what really matters.  And we, of course, were extraordinarily 

fortunate to have him. 

    



Wendy Thornley DaviesWendy Thornley DaviesWendy Thornley DaviesWendy Thornley Davies, , , , Ottawa 

It is with a heavy heart that I am writing this tribute to Rod, my old friend of 50 years who has left us 

far too soon. 

 

We first met as dancers at the London Palladium in the panto "Aladdin" and had been friends ever 

since and even though I emigrated to Canada in 1972, we never lost touch. 

Two years ago I looked him up on a rare visit to the UK and my husband, John and I spent a lovely 

afternoon with him, full of laughter and reminiscences. He was just the same, as enthusiastic and 

humorous as ever. He fixed us some lunch and then took us on a long, brisk walk by the River Dee 

which was mostly uphill or at least it seemed like it! We even managed to keep up! 

 

He was so full of life and never seemed to tire of new adventures. I shall miss him. 

 

Enjoy this new adventure, Rod---and Bon Voyage 

NNNNeil Turok, eil Turok, eil Turok, eil Turok, Waterloo: Remembering Simon 

I first met Simon when Corinne and I were graduate students living in a gigantic council estate in South 

London.  Simon moved in with us for a while, and was simply the ideal flatmate. From that time on, he 

brightened up our lives.  

He had so many unique qualities. His kindness and his infectious passions: for running and the 

outdoors, for nice coffee and health food, for good times with friends. Simon was both shy and 

engaging – never imposing, always cheerful and kind. He was a wonderful influence on everyone.  

Simon was determined to live his life the way he wanted to, something we both respected him for. He 

saw no attractions in a 9-to-5 job or a conventional career. He loved acting and dancing but, when 

those weren’t available, he found a million other fun things to do. Like writing numerology books, 

launching websites and Facebook pages encouraging others to share the joys of life.  

 It is so sad to have to say goodbye to him so unexpectedly. Simon was in many ways an older brother 

to Corinne. He was her best and oldest friend. His phone calls always cheered her up, no matter how 

far apart they were. There’ll never be another Simon, but his memory will live on in our hearts and will 

bring us all closer together.  

RuRuRuRuby Turokby Turokby Turokby Turok----SquireSquireSquireSquire,,,, Cambridge 

What are years  

By Marianne Moore 

What is our innocence, 

what is our guilt? All are 

naked, none is safe. And whence 



is courage: the unanswered question, 

the resolute doubt, — 

dumbly calling, deafly listening—that 

in misfortune, even death, 

encourage others 

and in its defeat, stirs 

the soul to be strong? He 

sees deep and is glad, who 

accedes to mortality 

and in his imprisonment rises 

upon himself as 

the sea in a chasm, struggling to be 

free and unable to be, 

in its surrendering 

finds its continuing. 

So he who strongly feels, 

behaves. The very bird, 

grown taller as he sings, steels 

his form straight up. Though he is captive, 

his mighty singing 

says, satisfaction is a lowly 

thing, how pure a thing is joy. 

This is mortality, 

this is eternity. 

Samantha VaughanSamantha VaughanSamantha VaughanSamantha Vaughan    

Into the freedom of wind and sunshine 

By Ruth Burgess 

    

Into the freedom of wind and sunshine 

 We let you go 

 Into the dance of the stars and the planets 

 We let you go 

 Into the wind’s breath and the hands of the star maker 

 We let you go 

 We love you, we miss you, we want you to be happy 

 Go safely, go dancing, go running home 



Mark WynterMark WynterMark WynterMark Wynter, , , , London 

Simon & I were running partners in the late 1970's into 1980's when we both lodged at the home of 

Corrine Squire's mother Peggy, in Putney, West London. Hugely inspirational, never afraid of a 

challenge, setting himself new ones frequently. Always reaching out, manifest via the site he set up for 

dancers. This brought together many who otherwise would not have had that joy of friendship, and 

often renewed contact. So, a wonderful humanitarian gesture. Simon's creative streak was evident in his 

story writing which with the right representation should have found great success. But he never gave up. 

For me, he was a highly intelligent, well-informed man with a great sense of humour.It was  always a 

pleasure to be in his company. With love and thanks for all of that, Simon. I shall always remember.  

I shall be 'on air' being interviewed on January 15 here in Cape Town, but will be thinking of Simon in 

celebration of his life & the gathering in his honour. Love, Mark. 

 

Some of Simon’s favourite bikes, boards and exercise equipment 

 

 

 

 



Pictures from  some of the gatherings (Sydney, and Pictures from  some of the gatherings (Sydney, and Pictures from  some of the gatherings (Sydney, and Pictures from  some of the gatherings (Sydney, and ––––    last photo last photo last photo last photo ––––    London) London) London) London) to to to to 

remember Simonremember Simonremember Simonremember Simon    

 

  

 

 



 

Announcement and responses on the Rodford Barrat Facebook pageAnnouncement and responses on the Rodford Barrat Facebook pageAnnouncement and responses on the Rodford Barrat Facebook pageAnnouncement and responses on the Rodford Barrat Facebook page    

I am Howard Kay and am a friend of Simon Rodford Barratt. Sadly I have to tell you all that he died 

at the weekend after a short illness. I know it will come as a shock to everyone as it has done to his 

friends in Merseyside, or in my case, in Blackpool. More details later. Thanks. 

 

Natan Lakonishok i am with tears...just spoke with him a few days ago and sent him wheels for 

christmas . Are you sure ??? 

December 29, 2014 at 5:53pm 

 

 

Mirko Smirnoff Pi I'm really speechless. 

December 29, 2014 at 5:58pm  

 

 

Howard Kay Yes Natan i am afraid the news is quite definite. We are all shocked here in the north-

west. I will certainly try to let everyone know more when possible. 

December 29, 2014 at 6:00pm ·  

 

 

Peter Holder Please keep us updated on funeral etc. 

December 29, 2014 at 6:01pm ·   

 

Gregor Watson Really sad news. 

December 29, 2014 at 6:06pm  

 



Karim Naji o.o this has to be a bad joke? 

December 29, 2014 at 6:38pm 

 

Corinne Squire I talked to Simon on Christmas Day - he was discussing what ice cream to have for 

dessert. This is hard to believe and so sad. I've known Simon since I was eleven and he's been the best 

friend anyone could imagine. 

December 29, 2014 at 7:27pm 

 

Gordon Brain Sad news indeed. I'm very sorry to hear that. 

December 29, 2014 at 7:33pm 

 

Narelle Street OMG, WHAT! I'm gobsmacked! 

December 29, 2014 at 9:10pm 

 

Beth Richards I am so shocked and saddened :( 

December 29, 2014 at 11:12pm 

 

Dany Broussier I cannot believe it !!! No way ! 

December 29, 2014 at 11:15pm 

 

Anne Beedie Utterly devastated... 

December 29, 2014 at 11:19pm 

 

Tony McHugh Yes, devastated. So upsetting. 

December 30, 2014 at 12:32am 



 

Maxine Cunliffe OOHHH NOOOOO..........I am speechless, I can't believe it, I was chatting to him 

on Christmas eve....i'm devastated...RIP my dear friend.... 

December 30, 2014 at 1:40am 

 

Claire Morris Really sad...... 

December 30, 2014 at 2:13am 

 

Claire Morris Donna Marie Morris did you hear? 

December 30, 2014 at 2:13am 

 

Donna Marie Morris Rodford?????? Please don't say that we'd arranged to meet in the new year. This is 

terribly sad, I'm devastated to hear this x 

December 30, 2014 at 3:11am 

 

Annette Williams Thank you Howard for letting us know this very sad news. 

December 30, 2014 at 3:49am 

 

Lynn de Souza Can't believe it ! So awful. 

December 30, 2014 at 4:08am 

 

Jill Petrovich Simon was like a brother to me ... I can't stop the tears. 

December 30, 2014 at 5:32am 

 



Wendy Hesketh Oh my goodness this is incredibly sad news. Rodford had the kindest soul. Such a 

fine gentleman. Loved reading his posts. Obvious passion for what he was great at. Can't quite believe 

this news. Rip rod ford 

December 30, 2014 at 5:41am · 

 

Wendy Ward Shocked and devastated. Those skates.....RIP Simon Rodford. We will always love you. 

X 

December 30, 2014 at 6:41am 

 

Beverly Brusokas Words can't express how very sad I feel at this shocking news, Rest in Peace Dearest 

Simon xxxxxx 

December 30, 2014 at 7:19am 

 

Dany Broussier Absolutely ! This is such a terrible news , he sounded ok when he came out from 

hospital and he never told us it was a big surgery he did say " nothing too drastic" without giving more 

explaination , so what happened ? Howard please let us know 

December 30, 2014 at 8:29am 

 

Howard Kay I promise that I will put all details possible when more is known. At the moment all I can 

say is that he was found at his home by his very dear friend Marie Jelliman. And it is thought he was 

exercising, possibly doing his "Russian dances". I'm not sure what they were, but I think we can say 

with certainty that he died as he lived. A man who danced! 

December 30, 2014 at 8:50am 

 

Dany Broussier � 

December 30, 2014 at 8:52am 

 



Liz Elliott Lieberman I am so sad. We worked together at The Talk of the Town and reconnected 

through Men Who Danced 

December 30, 2014 at 9:43am 

 

Liz Elliott Lieberman I will let his friend Adrian LePeltier know. 

December 30, 2014 at 9:43am 

 

Aaron Schave Such a terrible shock. Thank you for letting us know. Will there be a memorial service 

where we can send flowers? We all loved Simon as we knew him here in Las Vegas. Such a talented 

person. We will miss him. 

December 30, 2014 at 9:59am 

 

Jose Rodriguez !!!!HOPE HE DIDNT SUFFER... HE NEVER TOLD ME WHAT THE 

"'EMERGENCY"" WAS...MAY HIS SOUL REST IN PEACE....PLEASE LET US KNOW 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU KNOW.... I'M SPEECHLESS 

December 30, 2014 at 1:21pm 

 

Rosemary Dunlop Cumming Oh Simon----- so glad we had a chance to reconnect and relive some 

memories. I'm with Pepe ---- just speechless. 

December 30, 2014 at 2:07pm 

 

Manel Guerra justo esta tarde le habia enviado un mesnsaje por privado,ufff.. Gracias por avisarnos. mis 

condolencias para sus allegados  

December 30, 2014 at 2:28pm 

 

Adrian LePeltier Please keep me appraised. I am in true state of shock. I find it impossible to believe. 

Just can't be. DAMN! Simon and I worked the Talk of The Town and The Latin Quarter together. 

Please, please give details…… PLEASE. 



December 30, 2014 at 2:56pm 

 

Howard Kay Adrian, it has been so sudden and we are all shocked here on Merseyside. I will post 

details on Simon's facebook as soon as I can. All I can say at the moment is that he died at home after a 

short stay in hospital and was found by his dear friend, the actress Marie Jelliman. 

December 30, 2014 at 3:21pm 

 

Dinah Louise Beggs I am so sad to think he is not in this world with us anymore. But his spirit and his 

memories live on. Such a dear, dear man. 

December 30, 2014 at 3:28pm ·3 

 

Janos Korda I am devastated! I shared in the old LIDO dressing room with him for a whole season. 

There is no way to find words how sad I am! He was a great Man, a dear friend, I am SORRY 

SORRY SORRY! 

 

 

 

December 30, 2014 at 7:18pm 

 

Doreen Jan Rankin I am so shocked and devastated. I can hardly believe it. I only received a message 

from him on Christmas Eve. I shall miss you dear cousin. 

December 31, 2014 at 3:35pm  



 

Annette Williams I really don't want to believe this. I only just got to know him again since the 70s. 

Such a fun guy with a big heart. I hope he knows how much he will be missed. 

December 31, 2014 at 6:56pm 

 

Karen Bing I am in shock can't stop crying . Such a Beautiful Person . Will miss him so much xxx R I P 

Forever in my Heart my dear friend . 

January 1 at 9:48am 

 

Deborah Bright I only got home last night & have only just read this, crying my eyes out, i am in shock, 

so sorry so sorry, forever in my heart my lovely Simon, i will miss you so much. R I P my wonderful 

friend.  3 January 2 at 5:43pm 

SnapshotsSnapshotsSnapshotsSnapshots    

At Hilbre Island                                                    Simon, Jill, Tony, Marie

 

Simon & Ruby, 1992 The Armstrong Case, late 80s   80s London Marathon picnic wTrevor & Angie 

 



Las Vegas, 1970s 

 

                    At University of Nevada Las Vegas, 1970s, for  acting classes 

 

      Ital7, 1970s                                                                     

Paris, Lido, 1970s 

 

  



Later messages on the Rodford Barrat Facebook page, and by emailLater messages on the Rodford Barrat Facebook page, and by emailLater messages on the Rodford Barrat Facebook page, and by emailLater messages on the Rodford Barrat Facebook page, and by email    

Missing Simon 

Lesley Bandy, New Zealand 

 

With cherished memories of wonderful times spent with Simon on the Italian Tour 1974/1975. A 
long and treasured friendship. RIP my dear friend - I will miss you x 

Anne Beedie, Sydney, Australia 

 
Lived good died fast in my heart always. Great loss. 
Karen Bing,  
 
 
Absolutely devastated/RIP, Simon, sweetheart…Still hard to believe the lovely man has gone 
Jp Bowie, San Diego, California 
 

He will indeed be missed 

Rosemary Dunlop Cumming, Laguna Beach, California 

 
…still feeling shocked 
Lynne De Souza, Dawlish 
 
 
Guadaloupe will be there in spirit 
 
Dany Broussier, Guadaloupe 
 
 
The news is sad indeed…Simon and I went back a long way (he was plain Rodney – Rod, for 
professional purposes – in those days) to what was, I think, his first West End appearance, in the 
chorus of Aladdin at the London Palladium with Cliff Richard and The Shadows for the 1964-65 
season, more than half a century ago. Wow! Can it really be that long ago? We kept in touch for some 
years afterwards but lost contact when I came to Canada in 1982. We didn’t reconnect until a couple 
of years ago, when I stumbled across his website quite by chance. 
  
I am so very sorry to hear of his death, way too soon. Because I hadn’t seen him for so long I will 
always remember him as a handsome young man; I never had to watch him grow older.  
 
Since I now live in Toronto, I can’t be at his funeral on Tuesday, but I will certainly be remembering 
him in prayer with great affection and gratitude for having known him.  
 
Michael Burgess 
Toronto 



 

I was aware that Simon (my cousin) had been in hospital just before Christmas but had no idea that 
things were that bad. 

We didn’t converse very often, I am sorry to say, but like many relatives kept in contact from a 
distance. He was my Fathers Sisters Son. 

Living in Liverpool or at least in the Wirrel is far removed from being down in Northamptonshire and 
we didn’t meet very often. The last time we met was two years ago when we walked though a wood and 
Rod was telling me all about his new canoe and roller skating in Liverpool. 

Unfortunately I am not able to be present at his cremation on Thursday but he will be in my thoughts. 

Jackie Brice, Northamptonshire 

 

I am so sorry to hear this. He was a great guy and great skater, will be muchly missed…I will light a 
candle during the funeral here in Rio and think of you all and send my love. 

Asha Kirkby, London/Rio 

 

Have just heard from Janet Ellis that our old friend, Rod has passed away. We had been friends for 50  
years,ever since we were at the Palladium together. I am  so shocked by this news, I visited him in 2012 
and he seemed in very good health.  

Wendy Davies and Janet Ellis 

 
I replaced Simon in Hallelujah Hollywood in 1977 (Las Vegas) when he left to go back to England. 
We kept in touch over the years.  
 
I am so sorry for all of his friends there. You take care of one another. Thank you again and I will keep 
him (and all of you) close to my heart. 

Gary Gardia 

 

oooooh I so sorry for you lose. A strong and big hug wherever you are. se te echara de menos. alla 
donde estes seguro tendras tus rollers contigo. 

Manel Guerra, Spain 

 
I am saddened to hear about Simon's passing and I will share the news with his friends and associates 
that I know.  

Lou Anne Harrison Chessik, Las Vegas, Nevada 



 

I have heard the sad news from Howard Kay who is an old friend. 
 
I only met Simon on a couple of occassions and thought he was a very nice and very interesting man. 
 
He also used to send me emails of his "Men who Danced" which were lovely to read. 
I send my love  and deepest sympathy to all who's life he touched 

Dorothy Howard, Liverpool 

 

We miss him very much! 

Janos Korda,Reno, Nevada 

 

I miss you…It’s still hard to realise…I get messages from people who never met him , but they all say 
the same. That they felt like they do met him , loved him and they will miss talking to him . "The 
nicest guy i met in FACEBOOK" 

Natan Lakonishok, Lausanne, Switzerland 

 

In my heart for as long as my life allows me to live. Oh the memories of you and the times shared. You 
are SO missed…. 

Adrian Le Peltier, Orlando, Florida 

 

Such sad news… 

Diane Macdonald, Reno, Nevada 

 

Thank you …for letting me know the very sad news. I was in touch with Rodford (I became so used to 
calling him by his chosen name) just prior to Christmas…I am so very sorry and I shall miss our email 
‘chats’….I wouldn’t be able to come to his funeral, I am afraid, but I would appreciate knowing where 
and when so that I can feel a sense of being with you at the time. I shall miss him. 

Doreen and Caroline Montgomery, Rupert Crew Literary Agency, London 

 

Rods, I’ll miss you man, I really will 

Don Morton, Glasgow 



 

Sad new, God be with you, Simon 

Jane Ogle, Horncastle, Lincolnshire 

 

This is a terrible news for me ... Rod was one of my greatest friends on Fb also if we never met! 
 
Enrico Perano, Italy 
 

 

Shocked to hear of Rod’s passing. RIP, dear man 

Alex Poor Gold Coast, Queensland 

 

Still cannot believe the news. You have been an inspiration, a joy, and a dear friend. Will miss you so 
much 

Beth Richards, Findley, Ohio 

 

sorry to hear, roll in peace 

Rollerbar Zurich, Switzerland 

 

I didn't know Simon that well. We connected through his "Men who danced" website. He put me in 

touch with a dear friend of my late uncle, Phil Riccobuono. Simon was so kind and genuinely 

concerned that I find the missing pieces of my uncles life. I am forever in his debt. I had heard through 

Facebook that he passed suddenly. The out pouring from his friends spoke volumes as to the kind of 

man he was. I live in California and as such will not be able to attend the services. My thoughts and 

prayers are with all those who knew and loved Simon. May peace be with you. Sincerely,   

Theresa Phillips. 

 

NYC will be there in spirit. We all miss Simon so much. He was a joy in Hallelujah Hollywood 

Jason Reddick, NYC 

 

It is just so hard to believe…We miss him 



Aaron Schave, Las Vegas, Nevada 

 

So sad to learn of your passing. The Chattanoogan steams on with windows darkened.  

Christov Tenn, Stepford,  

 

Terribly sad … 

Erica Thorburn, Henley on Thames 

 

Wow, just like that you were taken from us. It was a pleasure knowing you mate. 

Annette Williams, NSW, Australia 

 

Please add his Californian friends in spirit 

Teresa Wiilock Chiodo, Los Angeles, California 

 

Only six days ago we were chatting here, Simon. This is shocking news. I shall miss you immensely. Go 
well, my dear. This is what you wrote on your "Men who Danced" website: 

"You do not die, you just change form.... 

I realise many knew him as Rodford, under which name he wrote, but many of us oldies knew him as 

Simon Barratt, his stage name and that with which he wrote to me for decades. I hope that the "Men 

who Danced" site will once again recognise this duality although he was one of a kind 

Stephen Wilson, Italy 

 

 

 

 

 

May 16 



o  

Lorna Brown Shocked - saddened... 

 

  



Announcement and responses on the Inline Skaters of Europe! Facebook pageAnnouncement and responses on the Inline Skaters of Europe! Facebook pageAnnouncement and responses on the Inline Skaters of Europe! Facebook pageAnnouncement and responses on the Inline Skaters of Europe! Facebook page    
Natan LakonishokNatan LakonishokNatan LakonishokNatan Lakonishok 

December 30, 2014 at 12:53pm ·  Edited 

Dear Members and friends, 

Rodford Barrat the founder of our group and the site "Inline Street Skaters of Europe!" 
passed away last weekend. 

Rodford was a real friend, and a gentleman; they don’t make them anymore. 

He was passionate about all types of skating, and was always eager to learn new stuff. I just sent him a 
few days ago wheels for sliding. He wanted to start sliding; he also just received his snow-skates and 
that’s why he left quickly hospital so he can pick them up. 

I am so angry, so sad, that he didn’t have the chance to use them. 

But then again, when I think of how much this man has accomplished in his life, being a dancer, a 
writer, an actor, knowing so much about almost any subject 

I guess you can’t have it all. 

I am already missing our conversations… 

Normally I wanted to close the group and stop posting here. But I know that he would love his project 
to continue. 

R i P my dear friend. 

Natan Lakonishok 

    

 
Natan LakonishokNatan LakonishokNatan LakonishokNatan Lakonishok 
December 30, 2014 at 12:53pm 

Dear Members and friends, 

Rodford Barrat the founder of our group and the site "Inline Street Skaters of Europe!" 
Passed away last weekend. 

... 



 
 
 
 
 

• Adrian LePeltier, Mirko Smirnoff Pi, Deborah Bright and 31 others like this. 

•  

 

Renate Sietas R.I.P. 

December 30, 2014 at 12:56pm 

•  

 

Davide Roveran omg!    RIP 

December 30, 2014 at 1:00pm 

•  

 

Michael Rivers Sorry to hear. 

December 30, 2014 at 1:01pm 

•  

 

Manel Guerra friend Rodford,It has been a pleasure to share these years your love for skates. Descansa 
en Paz. 



December 30, 2014 at 1:13pm 

•  

 

Eric Kraan Keep his legacy rolling. May he rest in peace. 

December 30, 2014 at 1:14pm  

•  

 

Eyal Karpel R.i.p 

December 30, 2014 at 1:21pm 

•  

 

Laila Kimmer Jørgensen Sorry to hear. 

December 30, 2014 at 1:23pm 

•  

 

Huub Hostyn Pffft. Rest in roller heaven!!! 

December 30, 2014 at 1:28pm  

•  

 

Mirko Smirnoff Pi I miss him really. I never met him but I'm sad. RIP. 

December 30, 2014 at 1:29pm  

•  

 



Bob Maas Roll in peace 

December 30, 2014 at 1:31pm  

•  

 

Natan Lakonishok People like Rodford Barrat break all the rules we know. There is no need to meet 
him in person and time also becomes not imported ... 

December 30, 2014 at 1:32pm  

•  

 

Peeter Pihlak So we can never met ... I remember you, Rodford, as a good man and a passionate skater. 
RIP. 

December 30, 2014 at 1:36pm 

•  

 

Gustavo Noussan Esposito Really sorry to hear that , Rest in peace Rodford and thank you for sharing 
all your incredible passion for this faboulous sport we practice , Skate in heaven and we will surelly 
meet some day for sharing some cloud trials , we re gonna miss you .... 

December 30, 2014 at 2:03pm  

•  

 

Bruno Santa R.I.P 

December 30, 2014 at 2:09pm  

•  

 

Petra Hillinger R.I.P. 



December 30, 2014 at 2:21pm 

•  

 

Piotr Matuszak R.I.P 

December 30, 2014 at 2:22pm 

•  

 

Dunaguri Hu   

December 30, 2014 at 2:30pm  

•  

 

Evi Ltwin RIP (from London). 

December 30, 2014 at 3:47pm 

•  

 

Philippe Persoons RIP 

December 30, 2014 at 5:22pm ·  

•  

 

Natan Lakonishok http://www.menwhodanced.com/author.htm 

 

 
 



About the author 

About the author and actor, Rodford Barrat. 

menwhodanced.com 

December 30, 2014 at 5:29pm ·  Like ·  5 

•  

 

Kalin Staykov Very sad news R.I.P (from Bulgaria) 

December 30, 2014 at 5:59pm  

•  

 

Ivan Sotirov R.I.P......!!! 

December 31, 2014 at 1:44am  

•  

 

Jurgen Peeters RIP 

December 31, 2014 at 4:41am · 

•  

 

Kiss Márk Barnabás Rest in Peace(from Hungary) 

December 31, 2014 at 6:29am  

•  

 

Tim Schraepen  RIP 



December 31, 2014 at 6:58am · 

•  

 

Gaetan Pieren Rip 

December 31, 2014 at 11:57am · 

•  

 

Dave Henniker So sad. Hard to believe it's true. Makes this septuagenarian even keener to continue 
skating. 

January 3 at 5:47am  

•  
•  

Naomi Grigg R.I.P. 

January 3 at 10:09am ·   

•  

 

Chris Hawkins R.I.P 

January 3 at 5:17pm ·  

•  

 

Juan Palomas M Farewell Rodford! 

January 5 at 6:13am · 

•  

 



Guillermo Acín R.I.P (From Spain) 

January 5 at 1:19pm ·   

•  

 

Proskaters Place Rest in Peace!!!!!! 

January 6 at 8:58pm ·   

•  

Marcello Cowabunga Riviera Ride in peace 

January 7 at 11:23am ·   

•  

Bruno Santa I am still going over and over his posts and not believing that this happened. I am so sad. 

January 7 at 2:26pm ·   

    

  



Announcement and responses on the Performing Warriors Facebook pageAnnouncement and responses on the Performing Warriors Facebook pageAnnouncement and responses on the Performing Warriors Facebook pageAnnouncement and responses on the Performing Warriors Facebook page    

 
Adrian LePeltierAdrian LePeltierAdrian LePeltierAdrian LePeltier 
December 30, 2014 at 3:43pm 

You can never ever leave our world. You have given too much joy to many in so many varied arenas. 
You ARE truly (and note; I refuse to use the past tense when it comes to you….) A Renaissance Man! 
Oh the times we had and the conversations we shared. Always close in heart and spirit. A true friend. 
Can NEVER be forgotten! 

 
 

• Seen by 32 

Maxine Cunliffe, Beth Richards, Aaron Schave and 14 others like this. 

•  

Durk Hartman Hoekstra So sorry to hear this sad news. 

December 30, 2014 at 3:50pm ·  

•  

Liz Elliott Lieberman Yes.....a lovely person who reunited many.of us. Never will be forgotten. 

    

  



Announcement on the Packrafters’ LiberatiAnnouncement on the Packrafters’ LiberatiAnnouncement on the Packrafters’ LiberatiAnnouncement on the Packrafters’ Liberation Front Facebook pageon Front Facebook pageon Front Facebook pageon Front Facebook page    

 
Gordon BrainGordon BrainGordon BrainGordon Brain 
December 30, 2014 at 3:13pm 

Sad news, I'm afraid. This was posted on Rodford's facebook page last night: 

"I am Howard Kay and am a friend of Simon Rodford Barratt. Sadly I have to tell you all that he died 
at the weekend after a short illness. I know it will come as a shock to everyone as it has done to his 
friends in Merseyside, or in my case, in Blackpool. More details later. Thanks." 

 

•  

 

Henrik Bergqvist Did not knew him, but I am sad to hear this. 

 

Plaque on right, below, was placed on a bench dedicated to Simon on the West Kirby Plaque on right, below, was placed on a bench dedicated to Simon on the West Kirby Plaque on right, below, was placed on a bench dedicated to Simon on the West Kirby Plaque on right, below, was placed on a bench dedicated to Simon on the West Kirby 
Promenade, by Elisabeth Bamber and her family, autumn 2015.Promenade, by Elisabeth Bamber and her family, autumn 2015.Promenade, by Elisabeth Bamber and her family, autumn 2015.Promenade, by Elisabeth Bamber and her family, autumn 2015.    
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